UPDATE METHOD – IMPORTANT
This update requires the use of an .exe file for all users. After this PC users will be able to resume using the online update. You will find the link to download the .exe update file on the document with the Update instructions – this is the ‘Software Details and Update’ page of the client side of the website.

PREVIOUS UPDATES
If you haven’t updated recently and want to know what’s new in previous updates this is on the client section of our website. If you don’t yet have a log into this you can create one by registering on this link.
http://socratesortho.com/socrtmar/?action=register

MAC – YOSEMITE
This version is NOT yet fully compatible with Yosemite or El Capitan. Please don’t update to without talking to us first if you are a Mac user.

WEB SCORE CHANGES
Customised email messages for Web Score Users
This was released in version 10074. It is an optional additional service available to web score users. It will enable you to have your own subject line in the email header, you will have full control over the text of the body of the email and be able to include your own address, telephone and logo in the
email message. This will personalise and improve patient response rate. There will be a onetime set up cost for this. If you are interested please contact us for more details.

**QR CODE CAN BE COPIED AND EMAILED TO PATIENT**

If you are a web scores user and are not using the QR code to read the ID and password for the web scores please read What’s New in Update 10078 for details. It is also now possible to copy the URL link (this has the ID and password) and send it to the patient via the patients email if that’s needed. It’s not normally needed as the emails go out automatically but some sites have requested this feature.

Click on the main part of the QR code, and your default email program will open with an email to the patient. If the patient does not have an email address in Socrates this won’t happen.

**ICHOMS TECHNOLOGY AFFILIATE**

Socrates Ortho is proud to have been approved as one of the first technology affiliates to the International Consortium for Healthcare Outcomes Group. [www.ichom.org](http://www.ichom.org)

This group have selected PROMS for certain disease states to attempt to standardise data that is collected around the world. To date in orthopaedics they have standard sets for hip and knee
osteoarthritis and lumbar spine, with more pending. Socrates includes the PROMS they have selected, as well as many others.
ADDED A SUBJECTIVE SCORE FOR AFAOS ANKLE SCORE

This will now give a subjective score if only the patient questions are answered. Retrospective data will be recalculated to provide this score also.

ADDED A NEW PROMIS SCORE

The 10 question Promis Global Health SF V1.1 score has been added. It is available as a web score and a scan form.

ADDED A FIELD FOR CANCELLED SURGERIES

This will remove the surgery date when the screen is saved and cease web scores being sent. The record status will be changed to Cancelled. If a surgery date is re-entered later this will revert to Ongoing, and the cancelled check box automatically is unchecked.
ADDED AN ADDITIONAL VAS PAIN QUESTION FOR OVERALL PAIN

Spine back/leg and neck/arm VAS – now has an additional question for pain overall.

THE KUJALA AND KOOS SCORES NOW AVAILABLE AT PREINJURY TIME POINTS

These scores are now available at a preinjury time point in the Knee General and Knee arthroplasty module.

PREVIOUS SCORES ADDED TO NEW RECORD AUTOMATICALLY FOR SPINE MODULE

Any scores from a previous record, including Preop scores will be able to be added to a new record as a preop (or intake) time point. This message will show up when the history screen on the new record/surgery is saved if it sees that there have been scores entered for a previous record/s.
COMING IN THE NEXT VERSION

Email validation
We are adding an additional level of validation to ensure that the patient’s email has been correctly entered into Socrates. The patient will be asked to enter their day and year of birth, if this doesn’t match what is in Socrates. Users will receive a message telling them that they need to check the details with the patient.

Integration with the electronic medical record
It will be possible to communicate directly with the electronic medical record to import and update demographic details. There will be an incremental charge for this and there may also be costs from the EMR company

Add the KOOS and HOOS JR score
These are two relatively new abbreviated versions of these scores, the JR stands for joint replacement.